
 
 

“Healthy” 
 

What does “healthy” really mean when we’re talking about food? In a society where what we eat 
and feed our kids seems to have taken on an unprecedented level of pressure – and even moral 
value – for parents, the how of eating and feeding often gets overlooked.  
 
But when taken to the extreme, this focus on whether a food or meal is “healthy” can become, in 
its own way, unhealthy. With our clients who struggle with eating disorders, we often see that 
they’re hyper-focused on the content of the food they are eating and its nutritional quality, at the 
expense of their eating experiences as a whole. The total experience of eating involves no 
pleasure or satisfaction for them. Health only gets considered in the one narrow facet of 
nutritional content, without any attention to overall wellbeing. 
 

In episode #5 of our Full Bloom podcast, we discussed what’s really “healthy” when it comes to 
parents feeding their families and helping their kids learn how to eat. We spoke with a faculty 
member at the Ellyn Satter Institute, which teaches the evidence-based feeding and eating 
models that are considered the gold standard for parents. It turns out that these models put 
much less emphasis on the virtue of the food you’re feeding your kids than on how you gather 
and enjoy it together.  
 
According to Satter’s division of responsibility in feeding, the best practice is for parents to 
provide meal structure and routine for their families – taking charge of what, when, and where to 
feed – but allowing their children to take responsibility for how much, and whether, to eat. In 
doing so, parents help children feel positive about eating and their bodies, develop internal 
regulation of their hunger and fullness cues, and learn to be curious and accepting of new 
foods.  
 
We encourage checking out our episode and the Ellyn Satter Institute website for more 
information about the models and how you can apply them in your daily life. But our main 
takeaway is that getting food on the table in a structured way for our families - regardless of 
what we serve! - helps children develop eating competence and improve many measures of 
physical, social, and emotional health. Benefits of eating competence established by research 
include better diets, more joy and positive feelings about eating, better self-acceptance, better 
sleep, better medical profiles and lab tests, being more active, and having more trust with 
oneself and others. 
 

Family meals don’t need to be Instagram-ready, homemade, or even follow any particular 
nutritional guidelines to be worth serving to your family. At the end of the day, worrying about 
“healthy” food content can actually be a barrier for families to get to the table and eat together. 
We’ve learned to let go of this idea, because we know benefits of “how” we plan, feed, eat, and 
enjoy family meals are actually the most significant. 
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